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Philatelic Workshop:

A NEW DISCOVERY. 1d FIELD MARSHAL K15d.
A "Jones" Watermark makes its Appearance in a "Wiggins Teape" Paper.
"Workshop" Investigation by Graham Wilson.
Warwick Paterson writes:
Recently, working through and sorting material from an older collection, I discovered in
the Wiggins Teape paper pile of the 1d Field Marshal (K15d), an item with a watermark of
a shape which I had never associated with Wiggins Teape paper. Examination of the
relevant page (Permanent Page K3) in the CP Catalogue will reveal that the Wiggins
Teape watermark is normally narrow and tall with the Nand Z closely spaced and with an
appreciable space between the star and the base of the N and the Z. Jones paper on the
other hand has Nand Z very much larger, wider and taller than WT, with very little space
between the N and the Z and the top of the star. The example which I discovered was of
the"Jones" type.
Intrigued, I advertised the item in the Newsletter (Volume 62, Number 3, October
2010) as lot 446(c). Graham Wilson showed an interest in this item as he felt instinctively
that it might answer a question which had been troubling him for some time about the
Surface Printed George V issue papers.
He then embarked on a detailed study comparing my stamp with his collection and
with the printing notes in the RPSNZ Library, Wellington. Here is his report:
Item 446(c) K15d 1930 1d Field Marshal on Wiggins Teape Paper p.14:
I agree with your description. Very interesting. Looks like WP can chalk up another
discovery. Confirm vertical mesh paper. Confirm large watermark with grouping like
Jones. Star is especially large. Watermark is unlike the usual illustrations of a Wiggins
Teape watermark. The elements are larger and not misshapen.

Wiggins Teape

Jones

The paper is thin and has a transparency unlike any of the papers used for printing
the Field Marshal. From the back it almost looks like the stamp is carrying a very pale
offset however there is no ink visible on the gum at magnifications up to 40X. Unlike thin
de la Rue paper the watermark is not visible without using detector fluid.
The colour of the stamp seems to me to be more rich - more red and brighter than
my examples of K15d. It does not compare with any of the K15c colour trials though. I
would say "deep rose carmine" and comparing it with a range of sheet number blocks I
would say it is most like the ink shade around 1932. The surface coating on the paper is
very Wiggins Teape - overfilled and crackled and rather hairy. Compared to Cowan,
which is smooth and calendered.
The Govt Printers Records in the RPSNZ Library show the following history for
Wiggins Teape paper used for printing the 1d Field Marshal:
April 21 1927 - 500 sheets Wiggins Teape coated paper "Trial Order", sheet numbers
04258 - 04757 were supplied to the printing room and were printed with 1d K15 in June
and delivered to the Custodian of Stamps on June 30.
No more of this consignment of paper was used for K15 stamps and by tracking the
sheet numbers it seems that the consignment quantity was 100,000 sheets and most was
Continued on page 3
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1d Field Marshal Watermark, continued from page 2
used to print 2d GV stamps. Printings were interspersed with printings on Cowan paper
and the final sheet (number 0104257) of Wiggins Teape (a 2d) was supplied for printing
on Jan 17 1929.
In the record for the 2d stamps this paper is referred to as Wiggins Teape & Pirie
paper. [By that time Pirie was part of WT Group]. Govt Print must have gone cold on
Wiggins Teape because more trials were put in place to support the next purchase from them.
December 17 1929 - 6 sheets of Wiggins Teape NZ + Star watermarked paper for
testing purposes, sheet numbers 041282 - 041287, and 6 sheets of Samuel Jones
shamrock watermark paper with no sheet numbers, also for testing purposes were
supplied to the print room for printing 12 sheets of 1d K15 stamps. They were delivered
to the Custodian of Stamps on January 31 1930.
They must have been checking the performance of Samuel Jones paper against
that of Wiggins Teape and the end result was the purchase of Wiggins Teape paper
having sheet numbers that follow on from those of the trial. Hence:
May 21 1930 - 30,000 sheets 042282 - 072281 for 1d FM
May 301930 - 30,000 sheets 072282·0102881 for 1d FM
June 111930 - 25,000 sheets 0102282 - 0127281 for 1d FM
Aug 281930 - 3500 sheets 0127282 - 0130781 for 1d FM.
Looks like a consignment of around 90,000 sheets. Printings on Cowan paper 0500,000
- 0700,000 were occurring concurrently.
February 3 1933 - 1500 sheets of Wiggins Teape NZ + Star wmkd paper sheet
numbers T150000 - T151499 for testing purposes were supplied to the print room and
the sheets of 1d K15 stamps were delivered to the Custodian of Stamps on March 311933.
The Wiggins Teape sheet numbers here were at the end of a consignment that had
already been printed - T series sheet numbers mainly used for printing 2d stamps
commencing in February 1932.
This is my record from Govt Print records and from PS NZ Volume 1. The PS NZ
reference is probably generic for all WT paper, however it set me looking at K18h in my
collection and my K 18h(3) has very similar characteristics to this new K 15d watermark.
This item has solved a problem for me. I obtained K18h(3) as part of a shade sequence
in an auction but because of its uncharacteristic watermark I had it marked down as
doubtful WT. Its saving grace was vertical mesh. Now I am more confident. The paper is
thin and slightly transparent too.
WT bad paper. Wiggins Teape paper. Thinner paper; watermark can be out of register.
Deep orange and orange yellow. Experimented with ink containing some water soluble
dye. Colourless shiny gum. P.14 and P.14 x15. {PSNZ Vol. 1 page 305].
I don't think that there are any opportunities for Wiggins Tea''=p-'e:'':p:'':a'"'p'--e-r"-to-re-c-e"-iv-e-aJones watermark using the Jones dandy roll. It is more likely that Wiggins Teape made a
new dandy roll around 1930 which still included the selvedge watermark and tidied up the
rough impression of their first dandy roll. That would have enabled the different shaped
watermark to be combined with vertical mesh paper. I am proposing that this was used
for WT "T" series paper and hence the relative scarcity of Field Marshal stamps carrying
that watermark.
The bulk of the T series sheet numbers represent Cowan paper. There is reference
to a Jones trial but the watermark was a shamrock. Somewhere in all of my notes I have
recorded the proof and trial sheets of Field Marshal stamps in the NZ Post Collection at
Te Papa. A Jones shamrock sheet is there I think. Looking at Wiggins Teape overall in
the 1920s and 30s their paper was not favoured by Govt Print for printing the definitive
stamps e.g. references to "Wiggins Teape bad paper". However from a supply security
point of view it didn't make sense for Govt Print to be locked in to only Cowan and so
they persisted with trials with WT and Jones.
Continued on page 5.
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1d Field Marshal Watermark, continued from page 3
A point that stood out to me when I saw it was that after Jones dropped the ball and
Cowan came onto the scene with coated paper Cowan also started out by supplying their
own inks. No doubt the inks had been custom made by A B Fleming & Co, also of
Edinburgh, to match the Cowan paper and were supplied at prices very competitive to
those of the incumbent ink supplier, Morrison & Morrison. It shows the Scottish attention
to detail and secured the coated paper part of the business to accompany their much
smaller volume paper supply for the recess print stamps.
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RARE NATIVE PARROT SPOTTED IN CITY PARK
One of New Zealand's most endangered native parrots has been spotted in a city park in
downtown Auckland.
Ben Taylor, a software developer of Ponsonby, snapped a picture of the rare bird on
his way to work last week. It allowed him to take photographs for about a minute before
getting spooked and flying away.
It is the second sighting of a kaka in Albert Park in two weeks. The bird has also
been seen near Auckland Domain. The kaka is likely to have flown in from island
sanctuaries in the Hauraki Gulf. KakawatchNZ co-ordinator Suzi Phillips was excited. She
said this was the first sighting of a kaka in Auckland City.
From Frances Mor/on, Insight Journalist, 'Herald on Sunday', Qantas Newspaper of the
Year Best Weekly Newspaper 2010, 5 September 2010. Photo by Ben Taylor.
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The Kaka as shown on New Zealand stamps
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CALs CORNER Part 24
by Andrew Dolphin
nd

2010 Spicers Paper SOc, 2 issue
Spicers Paper released their first sac CAL in December 2009 and now in July 2010
comes their second sac CAL. The design features the words "Join The Paper
Revolution" and was used for postage to Launch a Designers promotion for
Spicers Paper.
2010 Save the Children New Zealand Vietnam CAL SOc
This is a rather strange CAL produced by the Auckland Office of Save the Children
(NZ) for use on a mail-out throughout New Zealand, designed to attract new
donors to Save the Children (NZ). It included a letter from a Save the Children (NZ)
aid worker from Lower Hutt, recently based in Vietnam and now working in
Afghanistan. The letter talks about the aid worker's experiences in Vietnam,
managing the Emergency Relief Program after a typhoon there last year. The mailout started on 30 August 2010 and continued until 4 October 2010. The CAL was
designed by an advertising agency, DraftFCB and was produced by putting
together halves of two existing South Vietnam stamps. One from 1967, the Phan
Boi Chau (1867-1940) stamp from the Vietnamese Patriots set and one from 1969
from the Rice Harvesters set. They then took a denomination from a third
Vietnamese stamp, 3d (3p) and superimposed it in the lower right corner of their
CAL. Save the Children is not mentioned anywhere on the CAL, or even on the
outer envelope and we are told that Save the Children (NZ) did this deliberately to
try and encourage the recipient to open the envelope and read what was inside
instead of discarding it without opening it. Whilst I can appreciate the reasoning
behind this ploy, without the accompanying envelope and contents, the CAL by
itself fails completely and it does seem a little strange that Save the Children Fund,
a New Zealand registered charity should accept a CAL from its advertising agency,
with such an overtly political theme for its fundraising.
2010 St John Ambulance, 2nd issue
An identical CAL for St John Ambulance Celebrating 12S years, redenominated
60c updating their sac CAL, released March 2010, has been issued September
2010 for October usage.
2010 Kiwi Stamp Circuit GOc, Sth issue
The fifth CAL from Kiwi Stamp Circuit, Glen Innes, Auckland (their second in
2010), is a 60c CAL celebrating New Zealand's participation in the 2010 New Delhi
Commonwealth Games, India. First Day Covers were produced in Auckland 1
October 2010, so were issued on the exact date of the postal rate increase from
sac to 60c. This time 'Mr Kiwi' is dressed as a New Zealand athlete with Silver
Fern and holding the Commonwealth Games Queen's baton.
It is indeed rather splendid that noteworthy subjects ignored by New Zealand
Post - 2010 FIFA Football World Cup, 2010 New Delhi Commonwealth Gamesare honoured in this way by the issue of CALs.
we
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2010 Blockhouse Bay Radio 60c, 4th issue
A set of two 60c Cat CALs have been issued with First Day Cover dated 10
October 2010, celebrating Blockhouse Bay Radio's five years of continuous
transmitting. As the radio station's publicity says: "Enjoy philately and felines and
stay tuned to 88.3 24 hours daily!"
2010 Baran de Bordeaux 60c
A 60c CAL showing a large lit chandelier has been issued by a Parnell, Auckland
Fine French Antiques & Decoration company called Baran de Bordeaux. The CAL
was used on a postcard for a mail-out done on 7 October 2010 showing various
antiques, advising clients that a new shipment was in store. This promotion must
have met with some success as the chandelier depicted on the CAL has now been
sold!
2010 Fringe Garden Festival 60c
Issued for the Taranaki Garden Trust, this attractive CAL sponsored by More FM
Radio Station is for the Taranaki Fringe Garden Festival and depicts a well-drawn
cartoon style map of Taranaki, featuring Mt Egmont and the Cape Egmont
Lighthouse on the most westerly point of the Taranaki coastline and Hawera's
prominent water tower. The CAL was produced by garden enthusiasts who were
unable to be incorporated into the Taranaki Rhododendron Festival held in New
Plymouth, so they started their own Fringe Garden Festival. First Day Covers were
produced in New Plymouth, dated 13 October 2010.
2010 Saint Mary MacKillop SOc, 60c
Produced by Steven McLachlan of Shades Stamp Shop, Christchurch are two
identical CALs for the canonisation of Mary MacKillop. A 50c CAL was printed in
March 2010, so it should be available in plenty of time for its issue, but the October
postage rate increase caught up with these plans and thus a 60c CAL has now
also been printed. First Day Covers and a most attractive stained-glass window
Maxicard have been prepared at Christchurch dated 17 October 2010. This is the
exact date when Mary MacKillop will become Australia's first canonised saint.
Known as Mother Mary of the Cross she was born in 1842 in Melbourne and died
in Sydney in 1909. With Mary as its first member and Superior, she founded the
Order of the Sisters of SI Joseph of the Sacred Heart at Penola in 1866 with a
mission to live in poverty and to educate poor children, with free classes being held
in a stable. A canonisation ceremony will take place in the Vatican and following
this there will be services across Australia commemorating this historic event.
Stamps, Maxicards, postage paid envelopes, coins and medallions are also being
issued by Australia.
St Mary of the Cross MacKillop visited New Zealand four times, living for
awhile in Rotorua and Remuera. The Sisters of St Joseph of the Sacred Heart
spread from Australia to New Zealand in 1883. The Order established convent
schools throughout New Zealand, including St Michael's School, Remuera in 1916,
St Joseph's in Grey Lynn and St Benedict's in Newton.
(Thanks due to research contributing to this article to Margaret Ingley)

"A Slice of Heave~
stamps, 60c each or $15 a sheet, are a mash-up of different cultural landmarks I
and they look like fun. www.nzpost.co.nz "
From 'Kia Ora' Air New Zealand Inflight Magazine, October 2010

! "Abandoning all sense of geography, New Zealand Post's
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EIGHTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
From The New Zealand Stamp Collector - November 1925
UNION ISLANDS COME UNDER DOMINION'S CONTROL
On October 1, seven square miles of coral-grit territory in the Pacific Ocean came under the
control of New Zealand, instead of under the Colonial Office. As the Tokelau Islands will be
administered from Apia, the Administrator of Western Samoa (Major-General Sir George
Richardson) left Apia on September 27, on a tour of inspection of the new territory. Voyaging
on the little steamer Lady Roberts, Sir George was accompanied by the heads of those
departments in Western Samoa, which will be concerned most closely with the Government of
the group.
The new addition to the Dominion's dependencies consists of the tiny atolls of Atapu (or
Duke of York Island), Nukunono (or Duke of Clarence), and Fakaofu (or Bowditch) in the
Tokelau group, known as the Union Islands. Some geographers include in the group Gente
Hermosa or Swain's Island, but that atoll belongs to the United States being in the area of
American administration of which Pago Pago, in Eastern Samoa, is the centre.
These little islands are all the more interesting from the fact that they are rarely visited
and little is ever heard of them. Those which now fly the New Zealand Ensign lie just north of
Latitude 10 deg. South, and a little to the west of LongitUde 170 deg.West.
The population of the Tokelau Group is something under 1000. Copra is the principal
export, and back in the early 'eighties an Auckland firm of merchants had an agency at Atapu.
Whether a special issue of stamps will be made for this group remains to be seen; but we
are inclined to predict that the stamps of Samoa will be made available for use in the
Dominion's new acquisition.
THE DUNEDIN EXHIBITION STAMPS
The special commemorative issue for the Dunedin Exhibition is at present under way, and it is
expected that the stamps will be ready in time for the opening of the Exhibition.
Collectors will be interested to learn that for this issue an entirely new process of stamp
production will be employed. Known as line-etching, the method is an elaboration of the lineblock and a similar plant to that now in the Government Printing Office, Wellington.
The design approved for the Exhibition issue comprises a view of the Exhibition Buildings
with native trees flanking the sides. In size, and general appearance the new stamps will not
be unlike the 9d Pictorial.
From trials already made it has been found that to print the stamps in the ordinary way in
one colour on white paper would give an unsatisfactory result and it has been decided that
some toning is necessary. Hence before the stamps are printed the paper will receive a
surfacing. The Y:,d is to be printed in green on a pale green surface; the 1d in carmine on pale
carmine and the 4d in violet on pale violet.
Is seventeen a lucky number? Any Irishman will tell you that 17 March is a lucky day but what's 17 March to a philatelist? We were thinking of 17 November, the opening day of the
"Dunedin Exhibition" (17 letters). The year 1925 adds up to 17, so that the number seems
consistent with the Exhibition. To keep up the sequence, there should be a set of 17
commemoratives, but the Government does not believe in lucky numbers, so they are only
issuing three values. Exhibition stamps and commemoratives generally, break the monotony
of any collection, and add just the spice of variety which makes a collection interesting.
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GOOD AND SERVICES TAX
GST will be added 10 all prices in Ihis Newsletter for local orders (15%).
Overseas orders are "zero-raled" and do nol pay GST.

FIFTY YEARS AGO
From the Newsletter November 1960

by Peter Oldham

New Premises
To our friends who visited us during the first week in our new office. we wish to express our
regret that we were not fully operational. The painters and decorators have departed at last
however. and we are rapidly making up for lost time. By the large number of callers who have
rendezvoused at Room 44, it is apparent that our move to the city is a popular one - so much
so that we have found it necessary to occupy Room 45 in addition.
We are pleased to be able to meet in person so many clients who, until recently, we have
only known through correspondence. When in town pay us a visit and help us to make Room
44 the stamp centre of NZ .
News Flash! 3d Kowhai with White Flowers 05a(Z)
We have recently seen a striking variety in this stamp. The yellow colour is missing in a
horizontal band across the centre of one sheet. leaving two full rows (24 stamps) with
completely white flowers and the row above and below (12 stamps each). with the flowers
partially coloured. We are told by the owner that of the 24 stamps with completely white
flowers. eight are believed to have been used as postage and three are damaged. leaving
only 13 good mint copies. Of these, several have already been reserved, but we are fortunate
in being able to offer one or two copies of this outstanding variety (subject to being unsold), in
vertical pairs, one stamp with the flowers completely devoid of colour and the other with
flowers partially white.

MODERN ERRORS - Newly Acquired
1106(a) 04a(U) 1961 2'1zd Titoki [6] Bottom selvedge with plate numbers. Double
perforations.
(b) 07a(Z) 1962 5d Mountain Daisy. Yellow colour omitted - very scarce.
(c) 07a(Y) Ditto. [6] Imprint. Doubie perforations.
(d) 020a(Z) 1960 101- Tasman Glacier. Right selvedge. VLH on stamp and
selvedge. Dark blue - streaky print. Stunning example, best we have seen
and rare like this.
1107(a) OD17a(Y) 1967 $1.00 Tasman Glacier [4] Top selvedge. Double
perforations. Excellent example. Catalogue increase.
1108(a) P1a(X) 1970 'lzc Glade Copper Butterfly. Top selvedge. All colours offset.
(b) P2c(Y) 1973 1c Red Admiral butter1ly. Blue colour (wing spots) omitted.
(c) P30a(T) 1971 4c on 2'1,c Photogravure surcharge. Massive surcharge shift
with "bars" at top right and "4c" at bottom left of stamp.
(d) P30b(W) 1972 4c on 2'1zc London letterpress surcharge. Double surcharge
with both very strongly printed - lovely example.
1109(a) PA35b 1982 24c Map Stamp (2nd per1oration) [6] Imprint - scarce plate
number 117.
1110(a) PC14a(Z) 1988 40c Brown Kiwi [6] Imprint. Double perforations full depth
of bottom row. Very striking (pun intended).
(b) Ditto, ditto [6] Bottom right corner
(c) Ditto, ditto [4] Bottom selvedge
1111(a) S341a(Z) 1986 Music in New Zealand 30c [2] Top selvedge. Completely
imperforate.
1112(a) 2004 45c BMW Customised Advertising Label. Scarce early CAL.

$300
$900
$350

$250
$600
$750
$300
$400
$750
$800
$375
$350
$250
$650
$500
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World War I

PRISONERS OF WAR AND INTERNEES MAIL
FROM AND WITHIN NEW ZEALAND
Some months ago, we advertised an extraordinary correspondence from a young
German POW taken by New Zealand Forces in Samoa early in World War I and
brought back to New Zealand to be imprisoned on Motuihe Island and Somes
Island (Wellington). Of particular note was the prisoner's ~ Paulsen ~ involvement
with Count von Luckner in the latter's escape party and brief freedom in New
Zealand waters.
This month we relist a number of the covers this time at hugely reduced
prices. Note that many of the covers contain the original documents written in
German. Such material remains very rare.
For all of the details refer to the CP Newsletters of October and November
2009. It is a fascinating story and copy Newsletters will be supplied on request.
625(a) 1915 Motuihe to Germany POW and censor markings, original
document.
$1925
(c) 1915 (3'" December) Motuihe POW and censor markings. "PC"
in 33mm red
$2250
(e) 1916 (29'h March) Motuihe Island. To Germany the usual
markings, document.
$2000
(f) 1916 (25'h May) Motuihe to Germany as above.
$2000
(9) 1916 (2nd October) Motuihe to POW Camp Liverpool, NSW.
$2975
POW markings (both camps) possibly unique.
(h) 1916 (2nd October) Motuihe POW postcard in German usual
$1925
markings.
(i) 1917 (11'h January) Somes to Hamburg, usual markings (front
and flap)
$375
(j) 1917 (2 nd November) Motuihe to Germany POW card Motuihe
$1575
COS
(k) 1918 (3'd January) Motuihe to Liverpool NSW POW Camp.
Correspondence between POW's.
$1925
(I) 1918 (4'h April) Motuihe to Oarmstadt, usual markings Motuihe
$1575
Camp printed envelope.
(m) 1918 (7th May) Somes to Germany. Letter written after the
escape attempt and recapture, all POW and Somes markings,
document.
$2275
(n) POW Card (pre-printed in German) multiple-choice, censor marks $1950
(0) POW Postcard from Somes to Haya a.d.Weser, censor marks, etc $2000
(p) 1919 (12'h March) Featherston MC Another multiple-choice card
Albert Paulsen probably transferred to Featherston preparatory to
repatriation.
$1875
(q) 1919 (28'h April) Auckland to Devonport add. Military Barracks
stamp in purple "Must be written in English, French, Italian or
German". Censor mark.
$1400
(r) Undated to Germany OHMS censor mark "From Prisoner of War
Free" hand-stamp repeated on back.
$350

i "Now that I've retired from flying and discovered that our six Grandchildren are not into
philately, I've been at odds as to how best dispose of the collection. I am quite inspired by
your booklet entitled "When Should I Realise the Value in my Collection"." D. C., Australia
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AUCKLAND GAS COMPANY LTD
Share Transfer Certificates - Complete Original Documents
Large certificates 21cm x 34cm, folded and hole-punched, various cachets, handstamps and signatures. All in good condition.
100(a) Dated 23 Sept1949 transferring 1000 shares in the Auckland Gas
Company Ltd, received 1 Dec 1949 and postmarked 'Stamp Duties
Dept, Wellington' on pair 71- pale blue Arms Type, 3/- George VI
'FINE PAID', 6d Harvesting 'FINE PAID', all unpunched dated 7
Nov 1949 and on reverse 'Declaration of Non-Revocation of
Power of Attorney' dated 2 November 1949, plus 3/- George VI
Auckland Gas Company postmark.
$195
(b) Dated 1 Feb 1950 transferring 45 shares, received 10 March 1950
and postmarked 'Stamp Duties Dept, Auckland' on Arms
Type 3/6d overprint, 9d George VI 'FINE PAID'. 2d Whare 'FINE
PAID' all unpunched, dated 8 March 1950.
$125
(c) Dated 16 Nov 1950 transferring 175 shares, received 22 Dec 1950
'Stamp Duties Dept, Auckland' on 7/- pale blue Arms Type, 1/- Tui
'FINE PAID', 9d George VI 'FINE PAID', all unpunched dated 20
Dec1950.
$135
101(a) Queensland Insurance Co. Ltd Debit Note dated 19 June 1947,
vessel Port Dunedin, from Liverpool to Auckland, franked George
VI 9d, 3/-, fiscally postmarked Queensland, Australia.
$20
102(a) 1910 2/6d Yellow Long-Type Counterpart p.14 (R41 c)
$6
(b) 1891 Long-Type Brown 'FINE PAID' p.11'Y. (R59a)
$8
(c) Ditto 'FINE PAID' Brown p.11 (R59c)
$6
(d) George V 4d Violet p.14 x 13'1. 'FINE PAID' (R62a)
$20
$30
(e) George V 1/- Orange-vermilion p.14 x 14'1. DENOTING (R48b)
(f) George VI Bradbury Wilkinson imperf plate proof lower selvedge
$200
pair M10a 6d Carmine.
103(a) Censored Envelope Window envelope franked strip of three
George VI 1d Green, Wellington 20 Nov 1942 on window envelope
Wellington cachet on reverse with 'Opened by Censor in New
Zealand' tape and 'Passed by Censor NZ166' cachet.
$25
104(a) George VI Covers M16a 1 May 1947 3/- block of four First Day
postmark Tauranga local cover.
$40
(b) M16a 1 May 1947 Plate 2-1, plate block of four 3/- Registered,
Wellington to Deception Bay, Queensland, Australia. Back-stamps
Brisbane, 5 May 1947 TPO?NSW, Australia? May '47, Deception
Bay? May '47. Nice Airmail FDC.
$75
(c) M14a, M16a 1I3d, 3/- Palmerston North Registered local cover.
$20
(d) M18a 12 Dec 1952 3d Overprint FDC Christchurch local.
$80
(e) M18a 12 Dec 1952 3d Overprint Plate 113, plate block of six on
Christchurch FDC plus 'First Day of Issue' cachet.
$100
(f) M10a 6d on Airmail Huddart Parker Line cover to Wellington with
NZ 6d stamp postmarked Sydney, Australia 2 Feb 1953. Unusual. $15
105(a) PA35a 1982 24c Map stamp on illustrated FDC 1901 1d, 1982
24c cover New Plymouth 1 April 1982
$2
(b) PA35a ditto on NZ Post Office FDC Wanganui
$2

ELEVEN

NOVEMBER MISCELLANY
820(a) K18e(Y) 1929 George V 2d Yellow Top selvedge block of four imperf at top.
Excellent block, stamps UHM, LHM top selvedge, roughly torn at left. (Cat $700)
King George VI
821(a) M10a 1947 6d Carmine Set of shades blocks of four (1) pale carmine, (2)
carmine and a third shade 'bright carmine' 3UH/1 LH
(b) M10a(Z) 6d inverted watermark scarce UHM
(c) M10a Plate 92, plate block of six UHM
(d) M10a Plate 98, plate block of six UHM
(e) M10a Plate 146, plate block of six UHM
(f) M10a Plate 92, plate block of eight Used
(g) M10a Plate 98, plate block of four Used
(h) M10b 1953 6d Coarse paper Plate 146, plate single
UHM $30
U
(i) M10b Plate 146, plate block of six UHM
822(a) M16a 1947 3/- Set of six selvedge blocks of four, complete shades set (1) to
(5), plus sixth intermediate shade, blocks LHM (Cat UHM $740) LHM
(b) M16a Left selvedge pair with partial minor angled set-off UHM
(c) M16a(Z) 3/- Major error, frame double print one albino Used
(d) M16a(Y) inverted watermark from Plate 2-1 with centre dull red-brown UHM
(e) M16a(X)
"
.. from Plate 3A-1 with centre deep chocolate UHM
(f) M16a Plate 2-1, plate block of four UHM
(g) M16a Plate 3A-1, plate block of four UHM
(h) M16a Plate 2-1, plate pair Used
(i) M16a 1947 KGVI3/- Plate 2-1, Plate block of 15 with centre plate 2 R16/5 minor
centre-plate re-entry and MFV16a(e) Fifth stage plate variety R14/4 and R15/4
two re-entries, with notably thinner figures of value, R15/4 faint trace of 'W'
flaw UHM
Ol M16a identical block of 15 this time from the 1949 Plate 3A-1 with MFV16a(f)
Sixth stage plate varieties, re-entries as above and with R15/4 faint vertical
line under '0' of 'LAND' plus small evidence of plate cracking UHM
823(a) M18a 1952 3d on 1d Green plates blocks of six 108 UHM
(b) M18a ditto
109 UHM
(c) M18a ditto
112,113 UHM
each
(d) M18a ditto
114 UHM
(e) M18a ditto
115.116 UHM
each
(f) M18a ditto
117,118 UHM
each
Officials
824(a) M01 to M015 Simplified set of fourteen Used
825(a) W39b(Y) 1992 Panorama Booklet without hanging slot III
Life Insurance
826(a) X8a 1906 1d Blue no VR p.14 Nice well-centred copy, fine LHM
(b) X8a Mint spacefiller copies, heavy hinge, badly off-centre, etc NSFM
NSFU
(c) X8a 1d good pair Used $150 FU $80 CU $50
827(a) X10a 1905 2d Brown-red no VR well-centred, VLHM, fine (Cat $5,000)
U $400
CU $250
NSFU
(b) X10a
828(a) X11a 1930 3d Yellow-brown no VR
UHM $150 LHM $70
NSFM
FU $110
CU
(b) X11a 3d ditto
829(a) Z6k 192651- Green Long Type Cowan p.14'1. x 14 LHM super fresh copy
(Cat $400)
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$500

$28
$400
$20
$20
$115
$10
$5
$5
$200
$425
$75
$2000
$100
$100
$165
$165
$15

$275

$275
$55
$80
$11
$15
$11
$11
$60
$150
$700
$255
$25
$3,500
$125
$30
$60
$330
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THIRTEEN

HEALTH - Part Nine 1972 to 1976
305(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

Ul
(k)
(I)
306(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(I)
(m)
307(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

Ul
(k)
(I)
(m)
(n)
(0)

308(a)
(b)
(c)

UHM$1 U $1
T44a-b 1972 Tennis
T44a-b Two blocks of four
UHM $4 U $4
T44a 3c Plate 1A, plate block of ten
UHM $10
T44b 4c Plate 1A, plate block of ten
UHM $10
UHM $3
T44b Value block of four
Used $4
T44b Value block of four
UHM $50
TM44a-b Min sheet set
TM44a-b Min sheet set
U $100
T44a-b Official FOC 'Health Stamps Maintain Children's
Health Camps' 2 Aug 1972 postmarks Auckland, Opunake,
Pakuranga Health Camp, St Heliers, Wellington
each $3
$3
T44a-b on NZ Post Office FOC Waitoa postmark
$1
T44a-b on commercial envelope Bucklands Beach postmark
$1
T44a-b on PO 1972 Health Set green FOC, 3 Aug 1972 Havelock North
UHM $1 U $1
T45a-b 1973 Prince Edward
UHM$4 U $4
T45a-b Two blocks of four
T45a 3c Plate lA, plate block of ten
UHM $8
UHM $3
T45a Value block of four
UHM $8
T45b 4c Plate lA, plate block of ten
T45b Plate lA, plate block of four
Used $5
UHM $3
T45b Value block of four
UHM $3
T45b Traffic light block of four
UHM $60
TM45a-b Min sheet set
TM45a-b Min sheet set
U $100
T45a-b Official FOC 1973 1 Aug 1973 postmarks Auckland,
Glendowie, Pukekohe, Wellington
each $3
T45a-b on yellow and blue 'Children's Health is a Nation's
Wealth' FOC, Wanganui
$3
T45a-b on PO FOC Prince Edward Antony Richard Louis
each $4
Windsor. postmarks Havelock North. Wellington
T46a-c 1974 Children & Animals
UHM $2.75 U $3
T46a-c Three blocks of four
UHM $10 U $12
T46a 3c Plate lA
UHM $5
T46a Plate 1B
UHM $5
UHM $3
T46a Value block of four
Used $2
T46a Traffic light pair
T46b 4c Plate lA
UHM $5
UHM $5
T46b Plate lB
T46b Value block of four
UHM $3
T46b Traffic light block of four
UHM $3
T46c 5c Plate lA
UHM $15
T46c Plate 1B
UHM $15
TM46 Miniature sheet
UHM $50
TM46 Miniature sheet
U $100
T46a-c Official FOC 1974 7 Aug 1974 postmarks Auckland.
Blenheim. Pakuranga Health Camp, Symonds Street,
Wanganui, Wellington
each $4
T47a-c 1975 Farm Animals
UHM $2.65 U $2.55
UHM $10 U $11
T47a-c Three blocks of four
T47a 3c Top left corner selvedge block of six R1/3. 2/3 two
small flaws in green above bottle.
UHM $10

FOURTEEN

Health (cont.)
308(d) T47b 4c Top left corner selvedge block of four R1/2 plate
scratch (being pointed to by boy).
(e) T47b 4c Left selvedge block of six, three small flaws R7/1 red
flaw under 'N', R7/3 blue dot under 'E' R8/2 barn door flaw
(f) T47c 5c Lower right corner selvedge block of four. two small
flaws R9/9 black flaw, R9/10 blue plate scratch
(g) T47a 3c Plate 1A
(h) T47a Plate 1B
(i) T47a Value block of four
(j) T47a Traffic light top block of four
(k) T47a Traffic light bottom block of four
(I) T47b 4c Plate 1A (three numbers only)
(m) T47b Plate 1B
(n) T47b Value block of four
(0) T47c Se Plate 1A
(p) T47c Plate 1B
(q) T47c Traffic light block of four
(r) TM47 Miniature sheet
(s) TM47 Miniature sheet
(t) T47a-c Official FOC 19756 Aug 1975 postmarks Auckland,
Wanganui, Wanganui Health postmark
(u) T47a-c on OPB Boy & Dog FOC Pukekohe
309(a) T48a-c 1976 Country Children
(b) T48a-c Three blocks of four
(c) T48a(Z) 7c Lower left corner selvedge Plate 1B block of ten
with R9/4 pale face variety.
(d) T48b(Z) 8c Top left corner selvedge block of ten from Plate
1B with R5/2 malformed 'EA' in 'HEALTH'
(e) T48a 7c Plate 1A
(f) T48a Plate 1B
(g) T48a Traffic light block of four
(h) T48a Value block of four
(i) T48b 8c Plate 1A
(j) T48b Plate 16
(k) T48b Value block of four from Plate 1A $ 9.00
(I) T48b Value block S 9.00
(m) T48b Value block from Plate 1B 8.900
(n) T48b Traffic light block of four
(0) T48b Traffic light block of four
(p) T48c 10c Plate 1A
(q) T48c Plate 1B
(r) T48c Value block of four
(s) T48c Traffic light block of four
(t) T48c(Z) Strip of three with end selvedges
(u) T48c(Z) Strip of three with end selvedges
(v) TM48 Miniature sheet
(w) TM48 Miniature sheet
(x) T48a-c Official FOC 1976 4 Aug 1976 postmarks Auckland,
Pakuranga Health Camp, Wanganui
(y) T48a-c on NZ Post office FOC, Wanganui

UHM $8
UHM $10
UHM
UHM
UHM
UHM
UHM
UHM
UHM
UHM
UHM
UHM
UHM
UHM
UHM
U

$15
$4
$4
$2
$2
$2

$4
$4
$3
$14
$14
$10
$50
$100

each $4
$4
UHM $2.15 U $2
UHM $8 U $8
UHM $15
UHM
UHM
UHM
UHM
UHM
UHM
UHM
UHM
Used
UHM
UHM
U
UHM
UHM
UHM
UHM
UHM
U
UHM
U

$20
$320
$3.20
$2
$3
$4

$4
$3
$4
$3
$3
$4

$10
$10
$7
$7
$8.25
$16.50
$15
$30

each $3
$3
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